1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM) of the thalamus is an established surgical target, for stereotactic ablation and deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the treatment of tremor in Parkinson\'s disease (PD), essential tremor (ET) and multiple sclerosis ([@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0510]). A subjacent area, the caudal zona incerta (cZI), is another effective DBS target for the treatment of tremor ([@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]; [@bb0415]; [@bb0460]).

The VIM is centrally placed on a cerebello-thalamo-cortical network in which pathological oscillations, possibly triggered by pallidal dysfunction in the case of PD, is thought to be culpable for tremor ([@bb0235]). The cortical focus in this tremor network is in the primary motor cortex, connected to the dentate nucleus of the contralateral cerebellum through the dentato-rubro-thalamic tract (DRT) via the VIM ([@bb0045]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0345]; [@bb0400]).

The VIM is not readily visible on conventional, stereotactic MR imaging sequences used in image guided and image verified surgery ([@bb0130]; [@bb0385]; [@bb0560]; [@bb0565]). Identifying the nucleus traditionally involves indirect targeting relying on atlas-defined coordinates in relation to the anterior commissure (AC) -- posterior commissure (PC) points as landmarks, along with other identifiable structures such as the lateral thalamic/internal capsule border ([@bb0500]). Needless to say, this approach does not fully account for individual variability. Furthermore, surgery often needs to be performed with the patient awake to allow for intraoperative confirmation of targeting, thus increasing patient discomfort ([@bb0215]). Moreover, intraoperative confirmation is not always readily feasible e.g. when performing a thalamotomy using Gamma Knife ([@bb0570]) or focused ultrasound ([@bb0175]).

To overcome this, various imaging techniques have been proposed to identify the VIM. Ultra-high field MRI provides high contrast-to-noise ratio in-between thalamic nuclei, better segmenting the nucleus, however, this modality is not readily available in a clinical setting ([@bb0535]). Another technique relies on contrast in coloured fractional anisotropy (FA) maps, a product of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) ([@bb0380]; [@bb0515]). Simple visualisation of the first order tensor fields in DTI has also been used to generate deterministic tractography models of the DRT, which is then targeted by DBS ([@bb0110], [@bb0115], [@bb0120]; [@bb0495]). This modality is commonly accessible in clinical settings and imaging is relatively swift to acquire and process; however, it carries limitations related to disentangling crossing fibres, tracking in areas of low anisotropy (e.g. the thalamus) ([@bb0475]) and overall accuracy ([@bb0455]).

An emerging modality utilises high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) and probabilistic connectivity based segmentation of the thalamus ([@bb0050]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0475]). This technique successfully models crossing fibres and grey matter (low anisotropy) connectivity and achieves high signal-to-noise ratio, but requires prolonged image acquisition and large computational resources which are impractical in clinical practice. Novel MRI acquisition techniques, such as Simultaneous Multi-Slice Imaging and Multi-Band Imaging ([@bb0180]) have reduced scanning time. Furthermore, advances in computer processing techniques and relying on graphical processing units to carry out diffusion analysis have facilitated the use of this modality in clinical practice ([@bb0245]; [@bb0250]).

The objectives of this study were to examine the feasibility of using probabilistic, connectivity based segmentation techniques to segment the thalamus in a group of PD and ET patients one year from VIM DBS; to generate probabilistic tractography models of the DRT tracts and to carry out a post-hoc analysis of the relation of the segmented VIM and DRT with volume of tissue activation (VTA) models around active contacts of the DBS lead. We show that the VIM is best segmented based on connectivity to the contralateral dentate nucleus and that patients with good response to treatment had active contact VTAs within the segmented VIM.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

This study received ethical approval by West London NHS Research Ethics Committee (10/H0706/68). All participants provided written informed consent.

 {#s0015}

### 2.1.1. Patients {#s0020}

Four male patients with tremor dominant PD who met UK brain bank criteria ([@bb0275]) and five patients (3 female) with ET were recruited, following selection for VIM-DBS, by a multidisciplinary team of specialised movement disorders neurologists and functional neurosurgeons ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Formal neuropsychological assessment and structural brain MRI were performed to rule out dementia and significant brain atrophy, respectively. PD patients underwent the [l]{.smallcaps}-DOPA challenge test during the routine selection process. The motor subsection of the unified Parkinson\'s disease rating scale (UPDRS-III) was assessed in the OFF state at least 12 h after omitting PD medications. The assessment was then repeated 30 min (or when clinically ON) after administration of the patient\'s regular medications topped-up with an additional dose of 50 mg/12.5 mg dispersible Madopar/Benserazide. Patients with ET underwent assessment with the Fahn-Tolosa-Marin Tremor Rating Scale (FTMTRS) ([@bb0290]). The scale consists of three sections rating severity of tremor from 0 (none) to 4 (severe). The first section assesses severity and location of tremor, the second section assesses ability to perform specific motor tasks, such as writing, drawing and pouring, and the third section assesses patient-reported functional disability resulting from the tremor (speaking, eating, drinking, hygiene, dressing, writing, working and social activities) ([@bb0255]). Inclusion in the present study was limited to patients who could tolerate lying flat for the duration of the preoperative scan and who have no contraindications to 3T MRI.Table 1Demographics, preoperative UPDRS-III (PD patients), FTMTRS (ET patients), postoperative FTMTRS ON/OFF DBS and stimulation parameters.Table 1PatientPD1PD2PD3PD4MeanET1ET2ET3ET4ET5MeanAge (yr.)\*6763646765.3564966787063.8SurgeryLeftLeftBilat.LeftLeftLeftLeftLeftLeftDisease duration (yr.)\*5610107.81010612119.8Follow-up (month)3623191523.3353127131223.6Preop. UPDRS-III tremor subsection\
(PD patients)OFF MED.128171312.5----------ON MED.1281189.8----------IMP (%)0\
(0%)0\
(0%)6 (35%)5 (38.4%)2.8 (18.4%)----------Preop. FTMTRS\
(ET patients)--------556693979781.6Postop. FTMTRSOFF DBS32331295562.3447193896372ON DBS1415442424.3294781473648IMP (%)18 (56%)18 (55%)85 (66%)31 (56%)38\
(58%)15 (34%)24 (34%)24 (13%)24 (47%)24 (43%)24 (34%)ACTIVE CONTACTSLeft122010 plus 110 plus 33Right----10------------AMP (Volt)222.61.82.12222.52.52.2PW (μS)6060606060606060606060FREQ (HZ)130150130130135130180130150180154[^1]

### 2.1.2. Preoperative diffusion weighted MRI acquisition {#s0025}

Imaging was performed on a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio TIM Syngo MR B17 using a 32 channel receive head coil. Concerted efforts to reduce head tremor were made by optimising drug therapy and using padding inside the head coil to reduce discomfort and head motion.

Siemens\' 511E-Advanced Echo Planar Imaging Diffusion WIP was used. In-plane acceleration was used (GRAPPA factor of 2) with partial Fourier 6/8. In plane resolution was 1.5 × 1.5 mm^2^ (Field of view 219 × 219 mm^2^, TR = 12,200 ms, TE = 99.6 ms) and 85 slices were acquired with a 1.5 mm thickness. Diffusion-weighting, with b = 1500 s/mm^2^, was applied along 128-directions uniformly distributed on the sphere and seven b = 0 s volumes were also acquired. To correct for distortions, all acquisitions were repeated with a reversed phase encoding direction (left to right and right to left phase encode) giving a total of 270 volumes acquired (\[128 + 7\] × 2). Total acquisition time was 62 min.

### 2.1.3. Surgical procedure and intraoperative MRI acquisition {#s0030}

DBS leads (3389 Medtronic) were implanted under local anaesthesia using a stereotactic MRI-guided and MRI-verified approach without microelectrode recording (using a Leksell frame model G, Elekta Instrument AB, Stockholm, Sweden), as detailed in previous publications on subthalamic nucleus DBS for PD ([@bb0195]; [@bb0270]). All patients had unilateral surgery except for one patient with PD tremor who underwent bilateral surgery.

Three stereotactic, pre-implantation scans were acquired, as part of the surgical procedure, to guide lead implantation; a proton-density and a T2 weighted axial scan (partial brain coverage around the thalamus and cZI) with voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 mm^2^ and slice thickness of 2 mm ([@bb0220]; [@bb0260]); and a T1 weighted 3D-MPRAGE scan with a 1.5 mm^3^ voxel size on a 1.5T Siemens Avanto interventional MRI scanner. Three-dimensional distortion correction was carried out using the scanner\'s built-in module. Once scans were reoriented to have slices parallel with the anterior commissure (AC) -- posterior commissure (PC) line, the trajectory was planned such that the deepest contact targeted the cZI and the proximal contacts targeted the VIM at the level of the AC-PC. The thalamo-capsular border, visualised on the proton-density scan, was used to aid the identification of the laterality of the VIM on imaging, which was then indirectly targeted using atlas coordinates in relation to the mid-commissural point - \[X = 12--14 mm, Y = (AC-PC length/3) − 2 mm anterior to PC, Z = 0\]. The cZI was identified on the axial T2-weighted scan medial to the postero-medial border of the STN. The MPRAGE scan was used to plan the lead\'s entry point over the coronal suture ±1 cm anteroposteriorly, with the lead trajectory avoiding the ventricles and sulci. A 1.5 mm thick radiofrequency probe (RF) was inserted first into the deepest target (cZI), using impedance recording. The last 6 mm of the trajectory were traversed using 2 mm steps whilst simultaneously assessing the implantation effect on tremor in the outstretched contralateral upper limb. The RF lead was then replaced with the DBS lead, temporarily fixed in situ. Fibrin sealant (Tisseel, Baxter, USA) was used in the burr hole to prevent CSF leak and pneumocephalus ([@bb0450]). An external stimulator was then used to deliver monopolar stimulation to each contact using increasing amplitudes to assess efficacy and side-effect profile. Transient tingling in the palm upon stimulation was considered a sign of good placement. Patients were stressed, using verbal recollection and arithmetic tasks, to elicit the tremor. Thresholds for capsular effects and dysesthesia were also assessed. In the case of poor response or unacceptable side-effects, the lead was removed and the process repeated following appropriate targeting adjustments. Imaging was repeated immediately following lead implantation to confirm lead placement. The specific absorption rate (SAR) was kept \<0.4 W/kg by reducing the number of acquired T2 slices covering the distal leads to 12--14. The leads were then connected to an implantable pulse generator (IPG) (Activa SC or PC, Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minn., USA) implanted in the infra-clavicular region on the same day or within a week.

### 2.1.4. Outcome measures {#s0035}

#### 2.1.4.1. Effective stimulation parameters {#s0040}

All DBS contacts were screened by a movement disorders neurologist once implantation effects had worn off (2--14 days). Patients were then regularly followed-up in clinic to adjust and fine tune stimulation in the first 12 months after surgery.

#### 2.1.4.2. Fahn-Tolosa-Marin tremor rating scale {#s0045}

All patients underwent assessment both in the OFF and ON DBS states 12--24 months from surgery. This was carried out by an experienced movement disorders neurologist. The assessment was carried out with DBS ON first and then 10 min after switching stimulation off. Good response to DBS was defined as an improvement ≥40% in total FTMTRS with ON stimulation.

#### 2.1.4.3. DBS contacts volume of tissue activated (VTA) modelling {#s0050}

SureTune® (Medtronic Inc. Minnesota), a DBS therapy planning platform was used to model VTAs around individual contacts. The platform applies neuron models coupled to finite element simulations as described by Åström and colleagues in order to generate DBS therapy VTA ([@bb0040]). Intraoperative MRI scans were uploaded and a two-step linear registration was used to co-register the pre-implantation and post-implantation stereotactic MPRAGE scans. The first step involved manually aligning the volumes with the pre-implantation MPRAGE. The second step employed automated co-registration with a restricted volume of fusion centred around the diencephalon/mesencephalon. This was carried out to minimise registration error resulting from eventual brain shift incurred during surgery, despite minimal brain shift with our surgical technique ([@bb0450]). Registration accuracy was carefully inspected and the process iterated if necessary. All volumes were realigned with a plane parallel to the AC-PC line.

Post-implantation MPRAGE scans were used to fit the DBS lead model within the MRI artefact produced by the leads. Individual VTAs were then generated around active DBS contacts with corresponding stimulation amplitudes. Binary image files of VTAs with corresponding transformation matrices were exported and processed in Matlab (Mathworks Inc.) using an in-house software to generate Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIfTI) volumes for further analysis. Right sided individual contact VTAs were lateralised to the left by swapping the x axis (x, y, z \> −x, y, z) using *Fslswapdim* (FSL v5.0).

### 2.1.5. Image preprocessing {#s0055}

Pre-implantation MPRAGE scans were brain extracted using *BET* (Brain Extraction Tool, FSL v5.0) ([@bb0520]). Two-step transformation was used to register native scans to the MNI ICBM 152 non-linear (6th Generation) symmetric standard-space T1-weighted average structural template image (1 mm resolution) ([@bb0205]). The first step employed linear (affine) transformation using *FLIRT* (FMRIB\'s Linear Image Registration Tool) using 12 degrees of freedom, correlation ratio cost function and normal search ([@bb0310]; [@bb0305]). The output from this step was used to execute non-linear registration (second step) using *FNIRT* (FMRIB\'s Non-Linear Image Registration Tool) ([@bb0020]). This process produced individual native to standard (MNI space) non-linear warp fields, which were then applied to VTAs acquired from SureTune in order to transform all volumes to standard space.

### 2.1.6. Diffusion pre-processing {#s0060}

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) scans (with accompanying b = 0 scans) were imported from DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) files to NifTI volumes and the diffusion gradient direction values and vectors were extracted using *Volconv* (MJ White, NHNN Neuroradiology Department, London UK).

The diffusion data were acquired with reversed phase-encode blips (left-to-right and right-to-left), resulting in pairs of images with distortion going in opposite directions. From these pairs, the susceptibility-induced off-resonance field was estimated using a method described by ([@bb0015]), as implemented in FSL ([@bb0525]) and the two images were combined into a single corrected one using *Topup* (FSL v5.0), a tool for estimating and correcting susceptibility induced distortions prevalent in SSEPI DWI. The output from *Topup* was then fed into Eddy (FSL v5.0) for correction of eddy current distortions and subject movement ([@bb0010]).

Patient averaged distortion corrected b = 0 volumes were registered to brain extracted structural images in native patient space (pre-implantation MPRAGE) with *Flirt* (FSL v5.0) using linear registration with six degrees of freedom, normal search and correlation ratio cost function. The resultant transformation matrices were then combined with the transformations previously generated using non-linear registration between the structural in native patient space and the standard MNI152-1mm symmetric space, producing diffusion-to-standard space transformations and their corresponding inverses.

*BedpostX* (FSL v5.0) was used to estimate fibre orientations. Up to three crossing fibres were estimated in each brain voxel using model 2 and graphics processing unit (GPU) parallelization ([@bb0245]; [@bb0300]). Using the obtained transformations to and from standard space, tractography protocols and masks were defined in MNI space.

### 2.1.7. Analysis {#s0065}

#### 2.1.7.1. Regions of interest (ROI) definition {#s0070}

Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation of the MNI-152, symmetric T1 weighted (1 mm) volume was performed with the Freesurfer image analysis suite. Resulting ROIs were used for connectivity based thalamic segmentation and tractography of the dentato-rubro-thalamo-cortical tract (DRTC). The technical details of these procedures are described in prior publications ([@bb0185], [@bb0190]). Cortical volumetric masks of the primary motor cortex (M1 \[Brodmann\'s area 4\]), primary sensory cortex (S1 \[Brodmann\'s areas 3,1,2\]), supplementary motor area (SMA), premotor cortex (PMC) (both constituting Brodmann\'s area 6) and subcortical thalamic volumetric masks were generated. Cerebellar masks of the superior cerebellar peduncle and the cerebellar white matter (containing the dentate nucleus) were manually segmented using ITK-SNAP ([@bb0580]) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Thalamic clusters with corresponding cortical and cerebellar ROI masks (S1: blue - M1: red - SMA/PMC: green - dentate: yellow).S1: primary sensory area; M1: primary motor area; SMA: supplementary motor area; PMC: premotor cortex. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

#### 2.1.7.2. Tractography {#s0075}

Probabilistic tractography was generated in ProbtrackX2 GPU version ([@bb0060]) ([@bb0250]) (FSL v5.0) (number of samples = 5000, curvature-threshold = 0.2, step length = 0.5 mm subsidiary fibre volume fraction threshold = 0.01). The process repetitively samples from the distributions of voxel-wise principal diffusion directions generated in *BedpostX*, each time computing a streamline through these local samples to generate a 'probabilistic streamline' or a 'sample' from the distribution on the location of the true streamline, building up a spatial 'connectivity distribution' or global connectivity (i.e. the probability of the existence of a path through the diffusion field between any two distant points, a surrogate measure of anatomical connectivity) ([@bb0060]). Streamlines truly represent paths of minimal hindrance to diffusion of water in the brain, but they are reasonable indirect estimates of long-range white matter connections ([@bb0295]).

#### 2.1.7.3. Connectivity based thalamic segmentation {#s0080}

Thalamic segmentation was carried out for all patients using probabilistic tractography. The resulting volumes were used to create group averages. Seed voxels in the thalamus were classified according to the probability of connection to the defined cortical and cerebellar target masks (ipsilateral S1, M1, SMA/PMC and contralateral cerebellar masks). This process has been previously described by Behrens et al. ([@bb0050]). CSF termination and contralateral cerebrum/ipsilateral cerebellum exclusion masks were applied to exclude false positive streamlines and commissural tracts.

#### 2.1.7.4. Tractography of the dentato-rubro-thalamo-cortical pathway {#s0085}

Probabilistic tractography was generated, for each patient, from the cerebellar seed to the contralateral M1 target using the contralateral thalamic mask as waypoint and the ipsilateral cerebrum and contralateral cerebellum as exclusion masks. CSF termination masks were used to exclude false positive streamlines. The process was repeated using the M1 mask as seed and the cerebellar mask as target. The two resulting tracks were merged to create a single DRTC tract. All tracks were then used to create group averages.

3. Results {#s0090}
==========

3.1. Patients {#s0095}
-------------

Preoperative scanning and surgery proceeded with no adverse events. The mean pre-operative UPDDRS-III tremor subsection score (highest possible score = 28) for the PD patients was 12.5 (8--17) points off medications and 9.8 (8--12) points on medications with a modest average improvement of 18%. Two out of the four patients with PD did not show improvement in tremor with levodopa administration.

The ET group had a preoperative FTMTRS score of 81.6 (55--97) points.

All patients were right hand dominant. There was no surgical morbidity or mortality. One patient with PD had bilateral surgery in one procedure. The remainder had left sided surgery making up a total of 10 implanted DBS leads (five in each group) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. DBS profile {#s0100}
----------------

All patients improved with DBS albeit to varying degrees ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). PD3 had a marked improvement in tremor following lead implantation (bilateral DBS). The tremor re-emerged a week later just before IPG insertion. Once DBS was switched on there was a significant improvement in tremor, however, 24 h later, the patient became agitated. This was felt to be largely due to sleep deprivation and resolved on resumption of normal sleep. ET1 had a significant improvement at 2 V, however, mild slurring and slowing of speech occurred at 2.5 V. ET2 had tingling and discomfort in the right side of the face, right arm and part of the right leg when stimulating the deepest contact (cZI) and facial pulling at 1.9 V when stimulating the second deepest contact. ET4 developed very mild balance deterioration and a feeling of exhaustion and ET5 developed mild and transient paraesthesia with stimulation.

3.3. Postoperative clinical outcomes {#s0105}
------------------------------------

All PD patients experienced tremor rebound when DBS was switched off. The mean improvement in FTMTRS was 58% in the PD group and 34% in the ET group, comparing off to on stimulation. Three out of five patients in the ET group had a poor response to treatment (\<40%) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Connectivity-based thalamic segmentation {#s0110}
---------------------------------------------

Appropriate thresholds of (1000) and (100) samples per voxel were applied to cortical and cerebellar group average thalamic clusters respectively using *Fslmaths* (FSL v5.0). The clusters were in the ventrolateral thalamus with some overlap between SMA/PMC and M1 clusters; and between M1 and S1 clusters. The contralateral cerebellar (dentate) cluster lies completely within the inferior portion of the M1 cluster ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster-based inference using *Cluster* (FSL v5.0) was carried out to extract the clusters and local maxima in outputs ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The SMA, M1, S1 and dentate thalamic clusters are available to download online.Table 2Connectivity-based thalamic clusters of cortical and cerebellar areas showing volumes and MNI (AC-PC) coordinates of maximum intensity and centre of gravity (Left hemisphere).Table 2Thalamic clusterVOL (mm^3^)Maximum intensity coordinates\
MNI (AC-PC)Centre of gravity coordinates\
MNI (AC-PC)XYZXYZS1704−17 (−16.5)−23 (−11)4 (8)−17 (−16.5)−22 (−10)4.8 (8.8)SMA/PMC743−15 (−14.5)−8 (4)5 (9)−13 (−12.5)−10 (2)5.6 (9.6)M11021−20 (−19.5)−19 (−7)8 (12)−16 (−15.5)−19 (−7)6 (10)Dentate141−10 (−9.5)−18 (−6)−3 (1)−15 (−14.5)−17 (−5)1.5 (5.5)[^2]

3.5. Tractography of the DRTC {#s0115}
-----------------------------

Left and right group average streamlines connect the dentate nucleus to the contralateral primary motor cortex, passing through the contralateral red nucleus and thalamus. The path through the thalamus clearly traverses the cerebellar cluster and overlapping portion of the M1 cluster ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2The left (blue) and right (red) dentato-rubro-thalamo-cortical tracts shown with decussation in the midbrain and path through the thalamic clusters. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

3.6. VTA modelling and relationship to thalamic clusters and DRTC {#s0120}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VTA volumes corresponding to the active contacts stimulation for the seven patients with good response were averaged taking the median voxels. The good response group average fell on the dentate-thalamic cluster at the level of the AC-PC extending inferiorly into the cZI, on the DRTC. The three patients with poor response fell adjacent to, or on the DRTC but outside the dentate-thalamic cluster. See [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} for group average responders VTA and non-responders VTAs in relation to the DRTC and the dentate-thalamic cluster.Fig. 3(A) Responders group average VTA (hot) and (B) non-responders VTAs (copper) in relation to the DRTC and the dentate-thalamic cluster.Fig. 3

3.7. Group average dentate-thalamic cluster as an atlas template for surgical planning {#s0125}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Inverse, non-linear transformation warps were applied to the group average dentate-thalamic cluster using *ApplyWarp* (FSL v5.0). This reverse registration procedure was undertaken to compare dentate-thalamic clusters generated using patient-specific data to the cluster generated from the template. *Cluster* (FSL v5.0) toolbox was used to extract maximum intensity and centre of gravity voxel coordinates (in patient space) from patient-specific and template generated clusters. The average variance in the X,Y and Z coordinates between the two clusters was 1.5 mm (±1.2), 0.9 mm (±0.8) and 0.7 mm (±0.8) respectively for the maximum intensity and 0.6 mm (±0.6), 1.3 mm (±0.8) and 0.5 mm (±0.4) for the centre of gravity voxels. This meant that the average Euclidian distance between the two clusters was 2.2 mm (±1.2) for the maximum intensity and 1.6 mm (±0.9) for the centre of gravity voxels ([Supplementary Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.8. Feasibility of stereotactic DBS targeting of the dentate-thalamic cluster {#s0130}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Employing the methods described, segmentation and registration of the dentate-thalamic cluster was achieved in \<10 min per subject using a local, purpose built GPU high performance computer with 10,752 Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) cores. Diffusion preprocessing, using the same cluster, was achieved in under 45 min. See [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for individual dentate-thalamic clusters registered to post- and preoperative stereotactic MPRAGE scans.Fig. 4Individual dentate-thalamic clusters (red) registered to postoperative (top) and preoperative (bottom) stereotactic MPRAGE scans. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4

Neuroinspire™ surgical planning software (Renishaw PLC, United Kingdom) was used to carry out mock stereotactic targeting. The package has the capability of loading NIfTI volumes as well as DICOM image formats. The dentate-thalamic cluster voxels were subtracted (removed) from the stereotactic preoperative MPRAGE scan using *Fslmaths* (FSL V5.0). This process resulted in a new NIfTI volume with the clusters "punched out". Planning was then carried out routinely with the added identification of the dentate-thalmic cluster, at the level of the AC-PC as demonstrated in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Left VIM DBS planning using Neuroinspire surgical planning software using preoperative stereotactic T2-weighted slab registered to MPRAGE T1 NIfTY volume with dentate-thalamic clusters punched-outFig. 5

4. Discussion {#s0135}
=============

In this work, we segmented the VIM nucleus of the thalamus, using connectivity based probabilistic techniques, applied to individual HARDI datasets, in five patients with ET and four patients with PD tremor, one year from thalamic DBS. Furthermore, we generated probabilistic streamlines representing the DRTC tracts, clearly connecting the M1 area with the contralateral dentate nucleus of the cerebellum via the VIM showing clear crossing in the brainstem. Three out of nine patients had a suboptimal, long-term response to treatment as demonstrated on improvement on FTMTRS. Post-hoc analysis of active DBS-contacts VTA models, showed that a good response is seen when the VTA was in the segmented VIM.

Individualised, image guided and image verified targeting of the VIM has been a quest of many in the field of functional neurosurgery. Inter-individual variability in the VIM\'s location has been illustrated in several studies. This was clearly shown in a functional connectivity study that analysed resting state fMRI scans in 58 healthy subjects ([@bb0005]). Considerable individual variability of atlas-based VIM targeting was again demonstrated in a study that examined the VIM\'s relation to surrounding major fibre tracts using deterministic tractography in 10 patients with thalamic DBS for ET ([@bb0025]). We have also demonstrated in this work that using a template-derived (group atlas) dentate-thalamic cluster registered to individual patients results in unacceptably large Euclidian error when compared to a patient-derived cluster. The average error was 2.2 mm and 1.6 mm for the maximum intensity and centre of gravity voxels respectively with an individual error of up to 4 mm in some cases. In our practice of deep brain stimulation surgery, we have a threshold of 1.5 mm targeting error beyond which we routinely relocate implanted leads intraoperatively.

In 2003, Behrens et al. published a report detailing the use of probabilistic tractography in delineating boundaries between different thalamic nuclei, based on connectivity patterns between the thalamus and various cortical areas ([@bb0050]). This was the first time probabilistic tractography was used to parcellate grey matter structures, obtaining the quality of results that traditional maximum-likelihood or streamline approaches have failed to produce ([@bb0340]). The resulting thalamic segmentation corresponded well with previous histological findings ([@bb0410]) and tracer studies in non-human primates ([@bb0325]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0550]; [@bb0555]; [@bb0575]). This technique was further validated in another study in 2004 ([@bb0315]). Other grey matter structures have also been segmented with a similar approach ([@bb0105]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0360]).

Several studies have since used probabilistic tractography to examine VIM connectivity to cortical and cerebellar areas ([@bb0210]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0350]), or to segment the VIM based on said connectivity ([@bb0470]). Others have used probabilistic tractography alongside multidimensional atlas data to improve thalamic target localization ([@bb0285]). Interestingly, a post hoc analysis with connectivity based segmentation of six patients with bilateral VIM DBS showed the effective DBS contacts to be in the thalamic region with the highest probability of connection to the premotor and supplementary motor cortices ([@bb0470]). This goes against prior anatomical knowledge ([@bb0410]) and the consistent findings from other connectivity studies ([@bb0005]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0350]) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies ([@bb0425]). It is likely that this inconsistency resulted from using diffusion MR acquisition parameters intended for conventional clinical applications, such as mapping major white matter tracts prior to surgical intervention with low angular resolution (number of diffusion directions = 20), low spatial resolution (isotropic voxel size = 2 mm) and low angular contrast (b-value = 1000 s/mm^2^) ([@bb0470]).

Choosing the appropriate diffusion imaging parameters is paramount to achieving accurate segmentation of grey matter structures such as the thalamus ([@bb0100]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0405]). In vivo probabilistic tractography studies in the cerebellum, brainstem and diencephalon carry significant challenges. Motion artefacts, caused by the highly pulsatile nature of the region, can degrade the MRI signal during diffusion image acquisition, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is complicated by the presence of myriad criss-crossing axons and reticular brain regions ([@bb0365], [@bb0370]). One way of dealing with this is by using pulse-gating and respiratory rate monitoring during diffusion imaging. Likewise, by acquiring multiple diffusion scans, at a high angular resolution (increasing acquisition time), SNR is improved ([@bb0055], [@bb0060]).

We acquired 270 diffusion scans per patient (in 2 × 128 directions sets) over 62 min. We meticulously and systematically corrected artefacts and examined the processed imaging data for quality control. We modelled three crossing fibres per voxel and used probabilistic tractography to ameliorate difficulties posed by crossing or kissing fibres and tunnelling effect ([@bb0060]; [@bb0160]). To keep the analysis focused, a set of tractography rules based on knowledge from anatomical studies was used, without being too restrictive.

Our analysis shows that the thalamic area, with highest connectivity to the contralateral dentate nucleus lies within the much larger area with highest connectivity to M1 in a ventro-lateral position. The area with highest connectivity to the SMA and PMC was anterior to the M1 area. The area with highest connectivity to S1 was posterior to the M1 area. This is in keeping with known anatomical information ([@bb0430]). The ventral posterior (VP) thalamic nuclear complex relays impulses of sensory systems to S1, whilst ventral lateral (VL) nuclear complex relays information from the cerebellum, basal ganglia and substantia nigra (SN) ([@bb0430]). The VL complex is generally subdivided into the pars anterior (VLa), pars posterior (VLp) and pars medialis (VLm). The VLa relays afferents from the globus pallidus interna (Gpi) to the PMC and SMA ([@bb0150]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0420]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0485], [@bb0490]; [@bb0500]); whilst the VLm relays input from the SN to the PMC and prefrontal cortex ([@bb0325]; [@bb0505]; [@bb0545]). The VLp, receives a large, topographically organised input from the cerebellar nuclei, projecting principally to M1 ([@bb0030]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0485], [@bb0490]). The VIM corresponds to the inferior part of the VLp ([@bb0325]).

It is important to bear in mind that the subdivisions of the thalamus by ([@bb0230]) or ([@bb0265]) are primarily based on histochemical staining of serial sections of human thalami, rather than anatomical connectivity. It is entirely possible that the optimal "functional" target straddles these subdivisions. Moreover, it is mechanistically likely that network connectivity of the target area will be a better predictor of efficacy than its histochemical properties.

Previous work focused on relation of DBS contacts to areas with cortical connectivity rather than cerebellar connectivity ([@bb0470]). We have shown these areas to be non-specific and with varying degrees of overlap. Whilst the dentate-thalamic area is more representative of the actual VIM, it is harder to segment due to inherent difficulties in diffusion connectivity techniques highlighted above. This is, to our knowledge, the first time such parcellation has been made possible, on the individual level, using in vivo 3T MRI.

Deterministic approaches have so far failed to produce anatomically accurate representations of the DRTC, generally showing the tract to arise from the ipsilateral, not the contralateral dentate nucleus ([@bb0110], [@bb0115], [@bb0120]), or stopping at the upper brainstem decussation level ([@bb0495]). This may not be problematic when the DRTC itself is being targeted, as it is the case in these reports; however, to accurately segment the VIM based on cerebellar connectivity, the crossing cerebellar streamlines must be mapped. We show clear crossing of the DRTC from the contralateral dentate nucleus, which passes through the segmented dentate area in the thalamus all the way to M1. The average VTA of the responders group lies in the inferior dentate thalamic area and on the DRTC in the CZi, possibly capturing the DRTC fibres as they enter the VIM.

4.1. Using the FTMTRS as an outcome measure {#s0140}
-------------------------------------------

Despite the prevalence of tremor amongst movement disorders, there is no universally accepted method of quantifying and rating its severity ([@bb0135]; [@bb0140], [@bb0145]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0290]). Several tremor scales exist but they are often disease specific ([@bb0165]). In 2013, a task force established by the Movement Disorders Society reviewed several rating scales for the assessment of tremor and recommended the use of five severity scales, one of which was the FTMTRS. The scale was assessed for reliability, validity and sensitivity to change ([@bb0170]). Moreover, in view of the mixed patient group in this study, the FTMTRS has the advantage of being non-disease specific ([@bb0540]).

In this study, we examined the change in FTMTRS with DBS-OFF and -ON, 12--24 months from surgery. We did not calculate the improvement in FTMTRS in relation to preoperative baseline scores. This was since FTMTRS scores were not part of the routine preoperative assessment for PD patients which is a limitation of this study. It is interesting to notice the apparent 'lesion effect' in three out of five ET patients (two responders and one non-responder) illustrated by reduction in FTMTRS in the postoperative DBS-OFF measurements when compared to baseline. Indeed, the overall percentage of improvement with DBS-ON would have been higher had the preoperative FTMTRS been used as a denominator in the ET group.

Our results show that the patients in the PD group had a greater reduction in the average FTMTRS score with DBS. This can be attributed to the differences in the underlying pathology in ET and PD tremor ([@bb0140]; [@bb0135]) leading to a different response to DBS ([@bb0125]).

5. Limitations {#s0145}
==============

In this study, a patient specific, finite element model was used to create DBS volumes of tissue activated ([@bb0035]). This is a simplified linear model that does not account for local impedance inhomogeneity. While we think it is important that efforts are put into improving models of DBS to resemble reality as much as possible, it may not help to add details to a rough model when the basic knowledge of the DBS mechanisms of actions are still debated. Indeed, various models over- or under-estimate the VTA ([@bb0390]). The presence of axons of different diameters and cell bodies, with variable action-potential thresholds, in the DBS region, complicates matters further.

By employing multiple registration steps, we have introduced error to the system. Nonetheless; we meticulously confirmed registration accuracy at each step to alleviate the impact of this issue.

Lastly, the relatively long scan duration is a drawback. This was accepted to achieve the required SNR and resolution. However, since this study was conducted, novel MRI acquisition techniques, such as Simultaneous Multi-Slice Imaging and Multi-Band Imaging ([@bb0180]) have been developed that will allow future studies to run similar protocols within half the time without compromising the SNR. Further improvements in diffusion imaging, with higher spatial and angular resolution, better MRI gradients and shorter acquisition times with emergence of multi-band acquisition will add to the value of this modality ([@bb0295]; [@bb0530]). Lastly, the number of patients in this study is relatively small with mixed aetiologies. However, the data suggest that imaging can be used to optimise efficacy of tremor control. We intend to expand our experience with this technique in each pathology in the coming years.

6. Conclusion {#s0150}
=============

Probabilistic tractography techniques can be used to segment the VL and VP thalamus based on cortical and cerebellar connectivity. The thalamic area, best representing the VIM, is connected to the contralateral dentate cerebellar nucleus. Patients with VTAs in this area attained good treatment response, whilst those with VTAs outside it did not. Connectivity based segmentation of the VIM can be achieved in individual patients in a clinically feasible timescale, using HARDI and high-performance computing with parallel GPU processing. This same technique can map out the DRTC with clear mesencephalic crossing. We advocate using patient-specific, connectivity-derived VIM in surgical targeting over non-specific, template-derived VIM due to unacceptable localisation error margin found in this study. Future studies may focus on improving data acquisition and processing time; and apply this technique prospectively in patients undergoing thalamic DBS or lesioning for tremor.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table 1Coordinates of template generated and patient specific dentate-thalamic clusters.Supplementary Table 1Supplementary dataNIfTI format thalamic segmentation imaging files of group average, connectivity derived S1, M1, SMA and contralateral cerebellar dentate regionsImage 1
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[^1]: Yr.: year; IMP: improvement; AMP: amplitude; PW: pulse width; FREQ: frequency.

[^2]: MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute; AC-PC: anterior commissure -- posterior commissure; VOL: volume; S1: primary sensory area; M1: primary motor area; SMA: supplementary motor area; PMC: premotor cortex.
